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When I decided to write this assignment the first thing I did was to sit down 

and look at the map.  I like to browse through maps because they provide such an 

interesting insight to the world, making me feel closer to it.  This time I was looking at 

the Balkans, the region I come from and whose fate also affects my fate.  

The region is slightly bigger than France and it has almost the same 

population, yet, there are 8 countries within it and far too many borders.  The history 

of the Balkans is full of histories.  Each of these 8 countries has its own version, 

which often happens to be in conflict with the version that the neighbor next door has.  

Unable to reach an agreement, this discrepancy has been an incentive for wars and 

bloodshed in the region for centuries. And it is still present in the so called modern 

times.   

Belonging to one of these countries, I experienced first hand the dramatic 

changes that started to take place in the region of the Balkans in 1990.  I was a child 

at the time and I couldn’t understand much, but now I am old enough to understand 

the complexity of the situation and not only that; I am old enough to live the 

consequences.   

Sadly enough, not every one believes that what happened in the last 15 years 

was a terrible waste of time.  We often like to pat ourselves on the back for the 

results we have achieved since the fall of Communism, especially during the last 15 

years, feeling proud of ourselves.   Each and every one of the many countries in the 

Balkans has its own flag.  The borders are guarded so well that no body dares to 

come close.  We made it.  Isn’t that great? 

Well, unfortunately it is not.   

With the exception of Greece (the only NATO and EU member which for the 

last century belongs to the region only geographically) and maybe lately Croatia, the 

rest of the countries are simply poor and in a bad condition.  You can get a clearer 

picture if you look the facts about unemployment, poverty, the destroyed 

infrastructure, worsening educational system, lines outside the EU embassies etc.    

What a shame.  So close and still so far behind the civilized world, where they 

desperately want to belong.   

 



It is considered to be a fact now that the future of the Balkans is in the 

European Union.  And that the way out of the current poverty and instability lies in EU 

membership. The question is: When?  Will all the Balkan countries be EU members 

by 2016?   

I desperately want to say: yes.   

Is it realistically a possibility?  Well, I would say no.  What is realistic is that 10 years 

down the line the Balkan countries will be far more stable than they are now, with a 

growing economy and slowly embracing EU principles, but still not fully integrated.   

Why is it so?  For the last 15 years the region has witnessed the rise and the fall of 

many conflicts and not all of them are settled down.   

There are still many political issues that need to be resolved.  Kosovo is one 

of them.  The discussions on the status of Kosovo started to take place this year with 

the mediation of the international community.  News portray a “productive 

atmosphere” however it is too early to predict what is going to happen.  I personally 

think that in the end it will be the international community that will interfere in order to 

make both sides agree to something. Even after the decision is taken, I believe that 

the political and even military presence of the international community (especially 

EU) will be necessary until Kosovo becomes an EU member.   Meanwhile Serbia and 

Montenegro have to decide about their common or separate future. Most of the 

people of Montenegro seem to want to get out of this Union and if they decide to do 

so, in my opinion this separation is going to happen without much trouble.   

The Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (as it is known in the UN and 

the EU, but also called FYROM in Athens and the Republic of Macedonia by Skopje) 

is a country that has had troubles with its Albanian minority.  Often it is said that the 

future of this country will very much depend on the way things develop in Kosovo.  

This implies that if Kosovo gains its full independence, the Albanian minority will ask 

for the right to govern itself here as well.  In my opinion this is another one of the 

many conspiracy theories that are to be found in the Balkans.  Lately, the Former 

Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia is showing a strong will to take on the reforms 

assigned by the European Union and of being determined to join the club as soon as 

possible.  It is also the latest of the Balkan countries to join the Association Process.  

Also opinion polls conducted in the country show that the majority of the Albanian 

minority is against the separation of the country.   

As for Bosnia and Herzegovina, I believe that the roots of the problems are 

economical, which then manifest themselves in the political arena.  Once, Bosnia 

was a place where people with different ethnic and religious background used to live 

in harmony with each other.   I believe that even after the nasty war that took place; 



the country has the capacity to be a multiethnic society again provided that the 

country recovers economically. 

 

Political issues are one side of the coin, the other one is economy.  Greece is 

the country that stands out as the most developed one from the region, followed by 

Romania, Bulgaria and Croatia, the countries closest to EU membership.  The rest of 

the countries share more or less the same fate: an economy that is inefficient and 

plagued by corruption and theft. Balkan countries are small countries, with little to 

medium natural resources, with no modern industries and little foreign investments.  

Also it seems as if these countries are missing the notion of proper economic 

development, a remnant from the communist past maybe.  Anyways, the only and 

the best solution for these countries to help their economies develop is through trade 

and open borders. I don’t want to stop and analyze the economical prospect for each 

country.  However, the bottom line is that the best solution for economic sustainability 

is the creation of a common economic area and a customs union.  These countries 

offer more or less the same economic environment which will make it easier for them 

to cooperate with each other.  Before becoming EU members these countries need 

to be economically stable and in order to achieve this, they need each other.  They 

need to rely on each other and to work together on the road to the EU.  

I believe that the 8 countries of the Balkans should be included in this project. 

Even Greece or as the most prosperous country in the region, should be a  part of 

this.  And I don’t say this because it is “moral” that the stronger ones should help the 

weaker ones. No. I simply believe that both parties can benefit from this cooperation, 

in different ways of course, but they both can benefit.   Will this happen in 10 years?  

I am relatively sure that it will.   

 

As for the people in this region I would say that they have suffered quite a lot 

in these last years.  They have seen war, destruction, death and have felt pain.  The 

past is near and people who have been victims don’t forget easily.  However life goes 

on.  It is a human characteristic that whatever happens he will get up and continue 

living.  After all that these people have been through, I believe that they have the 

strength and the will to move forward.  In this region, there exist many myths and 

misperceptions about other Balkan countries.  If you go to any of these countries, you 

will feel that there is a common feeling that the neighbors are not very good people; 

that they are like this and like that…  I believe that what reinforces these opinions 

(apart from the propagandas) is the impossibility to visit the other countries and meet 

these people.  If people were free to move and visit the other Balkan countries I am 



pretty sure they would discover that we are much more alike than we are different.  

Some countries have already created a more positive environment for the movement 

of people, while some of them have a long way to go.  By 2016 I believe that the 

movement of people will be much easier than it is today.   I don’t think it will be a free 

movement as it exists in the EU, but I believe there will be fewer bureaucratic 

obstacles and more possibilities to move from one place to another.    

 

When I decided to write this assignment I sat down and looked at the map.   

The first thing that came into my mind was the history full of conflicts, problems, and 

wars.  Then I tried to look in the future; the Balkans in 10 years.  What I see are 

stable and stronger countries with developing economies.  Will they be happy 

members of EU?  I don’t think so… However for now the most important thing is to 

walk only forward, there is no turning back.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


